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Moving? Traveling? Adventuring? Whatever the reasons for your relocation, a Dust Buster of Holding will make it a breeze!

Portable and robust, the Dust Buster of Holding can be deployed in several different ways!

For starters, if you need to clean up in a hurry, activate the **Slurp and Spray** mode—quickly whisk a whole room clean, then spray to re-order your possessions in the most sorted of ways!

Looking for something specific in a big-ole mess? Activate the **Seek and Slurp** mode and clean an entire area of one item type—the Dust Buster of Holding comes programmed with 147 presets, including Gold, Rat Droppings, Cube Remnants, Bone Shards and Glitter!

When you’ve reached your final destination and are ready to unpack, you can **Sort and Spray**, a slower procedure than **Slurp and Spray**, but with more robust sorting mechanism!

With frequent algorithmic updates—stop by your local Seers & Roebuck—the Dust Buster of Holding will serve you well for the rest of your wandering years!

**COMMON FANTASY GAMES**

Consider the Dust Buster to be a Wondrous Item; as any other item of Holding with respect to all other mechanical issues. It is always a full-round action to use the Dust Buster of Holding, regardless of which mode is used.

Depending on which fine Seers & Roebuck representative you deal with, the premium on a Dust Buster of Holding may be from 1,000 to 5,000 GP, varying with the size of the container.

**SPECTACULAR FUMBLES**

- **Jam while slurping or spraying**: 4 rounds to unclog.
- **Crossed streams**: the sorted objects are not in the order intended ... but are in some kind of as-yet-unexplainable—perhaps beautiful order.

**GRANDIOSE SUCCESSES**

- **Exemplary sorting**: putting all currency into perfect order, cataloging manuscripts by date, author, etc.

**DUNGEON WORLD**

On a 10+ take three, on a 7-9 take one:

- It sucks up/spits out what you want, no more or less
- It doesn’t jam
- It behaves in a quiet and orderly fashion
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DO NOT ATTEMPT TO DISASSEMBLE THE DUST BUSTER OF HOLDING. DOING SO WILL VOID YOUR WARRANTY.